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ABSTRACT 

Soon after the pandemic inflicted by Covid-19 was declared, different organizations and 

smart application development companies suggested that artificial intelligence could be 

an useful tool in helping the medical staff monitoring the virus spread for a better 

understanding of its behavior. This paper presents a smart application CovidWatch 

developed for users real-time warning regarding the possibility of contracting the Sars-

CoV-2 virus from an infected person. For this purpose, the developed application uses 

the Bluetooth module of the user’s device in order to check the social distance and to 

determine the possible contacts. The developed application has a number of four modules 

(the expert system (ES), the data retrieval, the real-time information and warning and the 

interface), that work on Android devices. Using the artificial intelligence techniques 

(knowledge-based systems), the application has a knowledge base populated with user’s 

data, the user’s time of contact and distance and the users identified as being contacts. If 

a user warns the android application that he has been infected with Covid-19, it further 

triggers the expert system inference engine, allowing the knowledge to be inferred. Based 

on the implemented rules, the inference engine analyses the data regarding the users that 

were in contact with an infected person. If those meet the conditions taken into 

consideration for declaring a person as being contact (a certain distance and time) they 

receive in real time a warning message and some advice regarding how it is recommended 

to act. The main advantage of android application is that it provides real-time warning 

regarding the possibility or probability of being infected with Covid-19, warning that can 

be deactivated only after the user has confirmed that the took note of this. A set of 

CovidWatch application simulation results is also presented taking into consideration 

different scenarios.  

Keywords: Covid-19, Android application, real-time warning, artificial intelligence, 

expert system. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Covid-19 pandemic had a strong global impact and a negative influence on the health 

system from all over the world. Since the declaration of the Covid-19 pandemic, around 

500 million people from almost 200 countries have been infected and more than six 
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million deaths have been recorded. Since the first cases, efforts have been made to study 

the virus in order to stop or slow its effects until a cure was found [6, 7, 8]. 

The length of time a person is contagious (the virus spreads through the air as small liquid 

particles by an infected person when they cough, sneeze, talk, sing or breathe) can vary 

from person to person. Those who develop more severe forms of the disease are usually 

contagious for a longer period of time. It is estimated that in at least five days after the 

onset of symptoms the risk of infecting other people is at its peak [10]. It has been shown 

that people infected with the Sars-CoV-2 virus can be contagious two to three days before 

the onset of symptoms, with the risk increasing by one to two days before the infected 

person begins to feel ill and that asymptomatic people are contagious two days before a 

test is positive [11]. 

According [12], a person who lives in the same household with a Covid-19 infected 

patient, has who had face-to-face contact with a Covid-19 positive person at a distance of 

no more than two meters and for more than 15 minutes, or has been in the same room 

with a Covid-19 case at a distance of less than two meters for at least 15 minutes is 

considered as a direct contact for a Covid-19-infected person. 

In order to assist the health system in studying and collecting information regarding the 

Sars-CoV-2 virus behavior, but also in order to prevent its spread, some states have 

developed, in collaboration with organizations and IT companies, various applications 

and tools based on artificial intelligence (AI) which were implemented locally and offered 

for citizen’s use. Such applications and systems developed for user’s information and 

warning about the risk of Sars-Cov-2 infection are COVID Tracker (developed at the 

initiative of the Irish government; requires a minimum version of Android 6.0), 

Coronalert (developed in Belgium and uses Bluetooth technology) and COVID Symptom 

Study (launched by medical science company ZOE in late March 2020 for tracking the 

evolution of Covid-19 in the United Kingdom of Great Britain, USA and Sweden.) (Fig. 

1) [13, 14, 15]. 

 

 

   

Figure 1. Applications for users information and warning                                                                               

about the risk of Sars-Cov-2 infection 
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The best solutions are searched for the development of an application or system capable 

of ensuring the real-time information of the proximity of a person infected with Covid-

19. AI techniques identified as likely to be used in this kind of applications include: 

knowledge-based systems (KBS), respectively expert systems (ES), machine learning 

techniques, data mining, genetic algorithms and intelligent agent-based techniques.  

THE CovidWatch INTELIGENT APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT  

The CovidWatch (developed using PHP programming language [1], the MySQL database 

management system, and the web application integrated development environment MIT 

App Inventor) android application was implemented using one of the AI techniques, 

respectively the KBS (ES).  

As can be seen in the application block diagram presented in Fig. 2, four main modules 

were developed and integrated with each other, such as: the expert system (ES) module, 

the data retrieval module, the real-time information and warning module, and the interface 

module. 

 

Figure 2. Block diagram for CovidWatch Android application 

 

The expert system (ES) is the central element of the application as it analyses the retrieved 

data and provides certain results based on them. This module consists of two submodules: 

the knowledge base (KB) and the inference engine (IE) [4]. 

The ES module has been implemented through two main scripts: insert_contact.php (for 

ES knowledge base), which mediates the populating of the database with information 

needed to determine possible contacts, and determine_contact.php (for ES inference 

engine), which takes the data from the database for analysis and in which are chained the 

rules used by the IE to determine possible contacts.  

The IE calls the data retrieval module via functions implemented in the 

determine_contact.php script. For each MAC address of possible contacts, is calculated 

the distance, the proximity duration, and the number of days since contact. IE will chain 

the results into a set of rules for determining the contacts and the risk of infection. The 

data obtained will be recorded in the KB.  
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To establish the risk of infection, the IE performs the following actions: 

 retrieve, using the data retrieval module, the MAC addresses of the possible 

contacts, the distance and the time when the contact was recorded;  

 calls the KB for each record to determine for each MAC address the duration, the 

distance of the contact, and the number of days since the contact;  

 based on the values obtained, determines whether a user has been a contact and the 

associated degree of risk (red - high probability of contact; yellow - possibility of 

contact, green - low possibility of contact);  

 if a user is assigned a red or yellow risk rating, the result is retrieved and entered 

into the KB in the contacts table “MAC” as: MAC address corresponding to the 

contact and risk rating.  

The rules used by the IE are applied for each possible contact to determine the degree of 

risk. The main rules take into account the contagious parameter which represents the 

number of days passed from the contact until one of the users declared itself as positive 

Covid-19. According to the information provided by official sources, three possible cases 

were considered [2, 3, 5, 9, 11]:  

 contagious < 2 (less than two days have passed since contact): the probability of 

being contagious is very high;  

 contagious is between 2 and 3 days: the probability is moderate;  

 contagious > 3: probability is low.  

The sub-rules take into account the distance and duration parameters previously 

determined in the script by analyzing the data from the KB. Thus, the distance parameter 

has three possible values: red (the distance between devices is less than two meters), 

yellow (the distance is between two and four meters), green (the distance is between four 

and six meters). The duration parameter has two possible cases: the contact took place 

for more than 15 minutes, or the contact took place for less than 15 minutes. All 

parameters were considered to be equally important, so their impact in determining the 

contact and the degree of risk is equal. A main rule example and its sub-rules is presented 

next: 

 if($contagious[$k] < 2) 

 {if($distance[$k]=="red" and $duration[$k]>=15) {$risk="red"; $k = $r;} 

   else if($distance[$k]=="red" and $duration[$k]<15) {$risk="yellow";} 

 else if($distance[$k]=="yellow" and $duration[$k]>=15) {$risk="yellow";} 

 else if($distance[$k]=="yellow" and $duration[$k]<15) {$risk="yellow"; 

$k=$r;} 

 else if($distance[$k]=="green" and $duration[$k]>=15) {$risk="yellow";} 

 else if($distance[$k]=="green" and $duration[$k]<15) {$risk="green";} 

 } 

If the risk rating is assigned the values 'red' or 'yellow', the user is considered to be a 

probable or possible contact and the risk rating and MAC address of the contact are 

recorded in the table “MAC” as follows: 
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if ($risk==="red" or $risk==="yellow") {$insert = mysqli_query($dbc, "INSERT INTO 

MAC (mac, risk) VALUES ('$mac[$i]', '$risk')"); } 

The database retrieval/ extraction module extracts in the “positive” table (Table 1) the 

MAC address of the positively identified Covid-19 persons (mac_user), the MAC 

addresses of the users with whom they came into contact (mac_contact), and all the 

records regarding the distance (distance) and the time they met (date_time). The data is 

further analyzed by the IE following the steps previously presented, in order to establish 

the risk of infection. 

The real-time user notification and warning module was implemented based on the 

results of the IE rule walkthrough, using the MIT App Inventor platform and the PHP 

programming language via the notification_contact.php script which checks if the user’s 

MAC is in the table (Table 1). If true, then if the MAC has attributed the code 'red', the 

'Warning-contact' message is sent to the application, and if the MAC has attributed the 

'yellow' codes, the message 'Warning- possible contact' shall be returned.  

Afterwards, the message is retrieved in the MIT App Inventor blocks and a push 

notification is displayed on the main page of the application and on the main screen of 

the phone with a message corresponding to the user's case (red risk or yellow risk) (Fig. 

3). The display of push alert/warning messages is done using the "service" extension 

available for free on the MIT App Inventor forum.  

The notification is closed only after the user has confirmed acknowledgement by pressing 

the "Ok" button in the notification. Otherwise, the notification will appear every one to 

two minutes. 

 

Figure 3. Notification blocks in MIT App Inventor 

 

The interface module (Fig. 4), built in the MIT App Inventor development environment, 

acts as a user-friendly link between the user and the elements behind the application. The 

CovidWatch includes guides to fill in data when registering the user, data about the 

application and terms of use of the application, as well as suggestive titles about the 

information that is made available to the user.  
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Figure 4. CovidWatch user-friendy interface 

 

The functionality of the application can be described as follows: when registering, the 

user will enter a username, the MAC address of the Bluetooth device and an account 

password. The information will be saved in the table “user” that populates the 

CovidWatch database, after the user has read and agreed to the application usage terms 

(Fig. 5). The user's own MAC address will also be stored locally (on the phone) and used 

by the application in order to identify the unique user. After registration, the user will be 

asked to log in into the application. The username - password association will be 

validated. If the data entered is correct, the application's main page will be opened and it 

will start periodically scanning for Bluetooth devices and connecting the Bluetooth 

module to devices whose MAC address is found in the database, in the user’s table. If the 

connection has been made, the distance (in the form of a pre-defined code of colors), the 

time of registration and the MAC addresses of the connected devices are recorded in the 

application database. 

 

 

Figure 5. Tables that populates the CovidWatch database 

 

The distance parameter is determined from the relationship between the Measured power 

(Tx [dBm]SI), the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI [dBm]SI) of the Bluetooth 

Low Energy (BLE) module of the device and the medium for which it is calculated 

(represented by the constant n) (equation 1). The value obtained is an estimated one and 
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errors may occur depending on the environment and obstacles between devices. For this 

reason, in the application, the distance has been fitted between two experimentally 

determined values in a closed environment. If the distance is less than six meters, the data 

(MAC addresses, distance and time) is introduces into the database.   

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 10∧((𝑇𝑥 − 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼))/(10 ∗ 𝑛))    (1) 

Due to external factors influencing radio waves (absorption, interference, diffraction) 

RSSI tends to fluctuate. The greater the distance between devices, the more unstable the 

RSSI. Tx is a factory-calibrated constant indicating the expected RSSI at a distance of one 

meter from the transmitter. The constant n (environment factor) is used to express the 

sensitivity of the transmitter and has values between 2 and 4. The denser the area, the 

higher the value of the environmental factor should be. In the application, n was 

considered to have the value 4.  

In the Covid Watch application, were taken into account one meter error between the 

measured and calculated distance value, based on measurements made under different 

conditions (indoor, outdoor, orientation of devices towards each other, possible obstacles 

between devices). 

Information older than 15 days will be deleted from the database to avoid overcrowding. 

The application uses the time indicated on the user's device. If a user is Covid-19 positive, 

he can notify the application, releasing another chain reaction: the application will process 

the data in the knowledge base regarding the persons he was near using a set of rules thus 

further determine possible contacts. Those identified as contacts will be notified by a pop-

up message that will appear on the main page of the app, but also by a notification, in 

case the screen is locked. The notification disappears only after the user has become aware 

of it within the application, and the data will be deleted from the database.  

Using CovidWatch requires permissions to access Bluetooth, internet connection and 

location, the latter being a security measure imposed by Android. The application can 

work in the background and with the device screen turned off. The application performs 

the following main tasks: initialization of an interface according to script results, display 

of information messages about the completion of some actions, display of information 

messages about required permissions, how to use the application and the purpose for 

which it was created, display of notifications in case the user is a possible or probable 

contact.  

If a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) connection between the devices has been established 

and the calculated distance between the devices is within the required limits (maximum 

six meters between devices), the distance values along with the time values are entered 

into the database and the devices are disconnected. The process repeats, periodically at 

approximately one-minute intervals, for each MAC address from the list created by 

interrogating the ”user” table. Along with the read_mac.php script, the 

notify_contact.php script will also be accessed, searching if the device is identified as 

contact with a Covid-19 positive user. If a user is infected with the Sars-CoV-2 virus, he 

can notify the application by selecting the "I have been tested positive" message. The user 

will be asked to validate the information. After validation, he will be directed to a new 

page with advice on what he should do and a link to the Public Health Directorate page. 

At the same time, the script determine_contact.php will be accessed which will identify 

the possible contacts and the associated risk level and enter the results in the MAC table 
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in the database. If, after periodically running the notify_contact.php script, the MAC 

address of any user is found in the MAC table, then the user will be notified as possible 

or probable contact accordingly. 

In order to demonstrate the functionality of the application, a series of simulations with a 

progressive degree of difficulty were carried out of which two are presented in the present 

paper. The first simulation aims to implement the following cases of the parameters used 

to determine the contact quality: 

 contagious < 2 (less than two days have passed from contact registration to 

reporting of Covid-19 illness);  

 duration < 15 (devices have been in proximity for less than 15 minutes);  

 distance = red (devices were less than two meters apart). 

Based on the set of rules used by the IE, the case falls under the first main rule, sub-rule 

two, the source code of the determination_contact.php (selection) rules being presented 

below. Thus, the degree of risk recorded is yellow (possibility of Covid 19 contact).  

if($contact[$k] < 2) 

  {if($distance[$k]==="red" and $duration[$k]>=15) {$risc="red"; $k = $r;} 

      else if($distance[$k]=="red" and $duration[$k]<15) {$risc="yellow";} 

Two devices were used for the simulation: the OnePlus8T/ Android12 with Bluetooth 

MAC address d0:49:7c:375d:dc, considered the device of the Covid-19 positive user, and 

the MotoG7/ Android10, with Bluetooth MAC address 08:cc:27:70:fb:11, considered the 

device of the contact. In table 1 are presented the values extracted from the "positive" 

table (table created after interrogating the database for determining the relation between 

the Covid-19 infected user and its contacts) created in the application database. It can be 

observed that the contact duration is about eight minutes and the risk level is red (high 

probability of contact). The simulation was performed on 16.07.2022, the contagious 

parameter having the value zero. The MAC address of the MotoG7 device was registered 

in the "MAC" table with a yellow (possibility of contact) risk degree (Fig. 6) and the user 

received, after querying the "MAC" table, a notification of possible contact (Fig. 7). 

 

Table 1. "Positive" table records for simulation 1 

No. id mac_user mac_contact date_time distance 

1 381 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 08:57:23 red 

2 383 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 08:59:01 red 

3 385 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:00:51 red 

4 387 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:02:15 red 

5 389 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:03:39 red 
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Figure 6. MAC record and risk grade corresponding to 

simulation 1 in the "MAC" table 

 

Figure 7. Possible contact alert 

 

The second simulation aims to implement the following cases of the parameters used to 

determine the contact quality:  

 contagious < 2 (less than two days have passed from contact registration to 

reporting of Covid-19 illness); 

 duration > 15 (devices were in proximity for more than 15 minutes);  

 distance = red (devices were less than two metres apart). 

Based on the set of rules used by the IE, the case falls under the first main rule, the first 

sub-rule, the source code (selection of the determination_contact.php source code) being 

presented below. Thus, the risk degree recorded is red (high probability of contact). 

if($contact[$k] < 2) 

      {if($distance[$k]==="red" and $duration[$k]>=15) {$risc="red"; $k = $r;} 

For the simulation were used the same devices as in the first simulation. Table 2 shows 

the values extracted from the "positive" table of the corresponding simulation database. 

It can be seen that the contact duration is about 24 minutes and the risk degree is red. The 

simulation was performed on 16.07.2022, the contagious parameter having the value zero. 

The MAC address of the MotoG7 device was thus recorded in the "MAC" table with risk 

degree red (fig. 8), and the user received, after querying the "MAC" table, the notification 

of probable contact (fig. 9). 

 

Table 2. 'Positive' table entries for simulation 2 

No. id mac_user mac_contact date_time distance 

1 393 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:18:15 red 

2 395 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:19:27 red 

3 397 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:20:38 red 

4 399 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:21:50 red 

5 400 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:24:22 red 
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6 401 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:26:46 red 

7 403 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:27:57 red 

5 405 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:29:07 red 

8 406 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:31:49 red 

9 408 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:33:00 red 

10 410 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:34:10 red 

11 411 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:36:46 red 

12 412 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:37:57 red 

13 413 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:39:09 red 

14 414 d0:49:7c:37:5d:dc 08:cc:27:70:fb:11 2022-07-16 09:42:45 red 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. MAC record and risk grade corresponding to 

simulation 2 in the "MAC" table 

 

 Figure 9. Probable contact alert 

 

The simulations performed show the real-time behavior of the application, due to the fact 

that CovidWatch application display (during one to two minutes after the application is 

warned that a user has tested positive for Covid-19) the results under alert/warning 

messages form, depending on the input data. The functions implemented allow 

differentiation between contacts and individual analysis of each one of them in order to 

determine the degree of risk they fall into and subsequently inform them about the 

possibility or probability of being contact, in hope of slowing the spread of Covid19 virus.  

 

CONCLUSION 

With limited medical resource and growing healthcare pressure, the use of AI techniques 

could assist with diagnosis, prediction of prognosis, evaluation of epidemic trends, thus 

improving the efficiency of humans in fighting the Covid-19 pandemic. CovidWatch 

android application was created with the aim of contributing to this effort, highlighting 

the advantages of AI techniques usage in this field.  
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One important feature of the application is the fact that all the application functions used 

to determine the degree of risk of a user in relation to those around him (the MAC address 

list permanent update; the Bluetooth connection checking; the older data verification and 

deletion; the scanning for an available Bluetooth devices in the vicinity; the distance 

calculation between devices connected via Bluetooth, the analysis of the possibility for a 

user to be contact of a person infected with Covid19 virus and the possibility of warning 

them) are implemented in the background, without requiring user intervention.  

Among the advantages of the application is its ability to be extended at national level and 

to be integrated into the Public Health Department system in order to create a record of 

infection outbreaks and Covid-19 evolution, with the potential of creating a tool that can 

be used and integrated both at the health system level and in other areas of research based 

on a target group study.  

A possible drawback of the application is the instability of the Bluetooth connection 

which varies depending on the device security policies and instability on which it is 

installed and depending on the phone Bluetooth module.  

A future direction is to develop the interface by adding new capabilities to make it more 

attractive and responsive to as many of the user's needs as possible. CovidWatch can also 

be adapted to interact with the user by conducting surveys analyzing the health status of 

individuals before, during and after Covid 19 infection. In this way, public health and 

research institutions are able to determine the evolution of the virus and its possible 

ramifications.  

The authors main contributions are: 

 Development of an expert system (KB and IE) to determine the contacts of a 

Covid-19 positive identified user; 

 Development of rules for data analysis and determination of possible contacts; 

 Development of a real-time user information and warning system; 

 Implementation of a system for deleting information older than 15 days from the 

database; 

 Development of a user-friendly interface using MIT App Inventor.  

The developed CovidWatch application fulfils its main purpose, which is to inform users 

about the possibility of having been in the vicinity of a Covid-19 infected person. Once 

alerted, they can take timely action to avoid endangering their health and that of their 

loved ones. 
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